Abstract
Introduction
Wireless sensor networks (WSN) are systems of small, low-power networked sensing devices, often deployed over an area of interest (AoI) for monitoring events and/or performing application specific tasks in response to the detected events. Coverage problem is one of the fundamental issues in wireless sensor networks. It essentially refers to how well the sensors observe the physical area. Coverage problems in the literature of WSN can be categorized into three classes [18] : area coverage (the objective is to monitor each location within an AoI with at least one sensor), target coverage (which aims to monitor or track a discrete set of targets points in a sensing field) and barrier coverage (which focus on minimizing the probability of undetected intrusion in a barrier constructed by a sensor network). An important part of the study of coverage in WSN is devoted to target coverage. Target coverage application echoes in various fields (military, medical, industrial) where the studied subjects (military target, medical patient) can be observed or tracked by nearby sensors, embedded or attached on it.
In this paper we address the target coverage problem in the context of target coverage application. We assume that several sensors equipped with limited energy supplies are randomly deployed in an AoI for monitoring a finite set of targets with known locations. Sensors are redundantly scattered around targets for compensating the lack of precise positioning. Hence, it is likely that some sensors will cover more targets than others. The network coverage requirement consists of monitoring all the targets during the lifetime of the network. The network lifetime is defined as the time during which all targets in the sensing field are monitored until there exist at least one breached target in the network. If subsets of sensors satisfying the coverage requirement can be extracted from the initial set of sensors, it is not worth to make all of them operate at the same time. Furthermore, if sensors can be partitioned into different sets, each of them satisfying the coverage requirement, and activating these sets consecutively, a long-lived network can be constructed. The problem of finding the optimal number of sets that satisfy the coverage requirement is NP -complete [2] .
The contributions of this paper are described as follow. 1) We first propose a greedy set cover algorithm for non-disjoint set covers generation, based on a modified version of the classical greedy set cover [3, 4] , and prove the proposition that our algorithm has approximation ratio not worse than ( ), where represents the number of targets. 2) We simulate our proposition along with similar works in the literature in order to compare the performance of the proposed algorithm in terms of computed set covers and lifetime maximization. 3) Finally, we provide a brief synthesis of greed y paradigmbased solutions proposed in the literature for solving target coverage problems.
The rest of the paper is organized as follow: in section 2, we address the target coverage problem as the maximum set covers problem and introduce the minimum set cover problem for set cover modeling. In section 3, we introduce the partitioning mechanism by discussing the use of a flexible profit function that helps to perform accurate selection. The proposed algorithm (Greedy-MSSC) is presented in section 4, followed by an analysis of its approximation ratio and complexity. Performance evaluation of our algorithm is presented in section 5. In section 6, we provide a synthesis of related works in the literature based on greedy techniques. Section 7 concludes this paper.
Target Coverage Problem

Assumptions
We consider a scenario where battery-powered sensors 1 … are randomly scattered in proximity of targets 1 … located at fixed positions within a sensing field. The number of deployed sensors is greater than the required optimum to initially satisfy the coverage requirement. Each sensor has a predefined sensing range , an initial energy supply and is supposed to be equipped with required module for locating its geographical positions. We consider that the coverage measu re between one sensor and target equals to 1 if covers , and 0 otherwise. A sensor covers a target if the Euclidean distance between and is less than the sensing range . We also assume the existence of a base station controller that dispose sensors and targets positions and performs the sleep scheduling process. Each sensor is also equipped with energy control module so that it can alternate between active and sleep states. When being active, the sensor consumes energy for sensing and processing physical data gathered from monitored targets, and communicating with the sink. The sleep state allows sensors to conserve energy since being not able to sense or communicate data in the sensing field. For sensors activities synchronization, the base station may periodically send short beacons to sensors so that they can alternate their covering target , and the number of targets covered by sensor . After the deployment, some targets may be weaker covered than others. We denote by the target covered by the minimum number of sensors after the deployment.
is called the critical target (ct.). Sensors that cover ct. are called critical sensors (cs.). The number of sensors that cover the critical target places an upper bound on the number of computable set covers, namely the theoretical maximum. The relation between the number of computable sets and the theoretical maximum is described in equation (1) .
Where ( ) denotes the collection of set covers computed by an approximation algorithm for an instance of the problem, and the number of set covers a sensor can be member of. To compute the closest number of set covers to the theoretical maximum, the number of sensors in a set cover must be as minimal as possible. This establishes clearly that the maximization of set covers is driven by the minimization of sensors in each set cover. Hence, an efficient sensor selection strategy must be adopted. This latter must avoid including more than one sensor covering the critical targ ets in one set cover. Accurate selection can be achieved by designing a profit function that represents the contribution of each sensor relatively to the set of targets.
Sensors Cost Evaluation
Each sensor has a contribution, which can be considered as its cost effectiveness value in relation with other sensors and targets in the network. Sensors sensing areas overlap and hence targets may be densely covered. In our algorithm design, we give priority to sensors that both cover the most poorly covered targets and the maximum number of uncovered targets. For example when building set cover, there may be some target covered by just one sensor. These latter will be member of this set cover, regardless how many targets they cover. The sensor selection process in this first case is trivial. In the second case, which means that targets are simultaneously covered by multiple sensors, the most cost effective sensor is selected. The cost effectiveness of one sensor is measured relatively to the number of covered targets, and the cost effectiveness of other sensors which sensing areas overlap with 's sensing area.
We first introduce the coverage relationship function (CRF), which describes the coverage status of one sensor. The CRF between and equals to the ratio between the detection value of and , and the sum of detection values of all sensors that cover . If these latter can monitor with great coverage values, this implies is densely covered, resulting in a lower CRF for contrasting with the case where is weakly covered. We define the CRF in equation (2) .
Where is a binary function which equals to 0 if target is covered by , and 1 if else, 0 represents the initial set of sensors. A binary representation of the detection value is an idealistic sensor coverage model, which can only be applied to some kind of sensors (temperature sensor), and not to others types (acoustic or infrared sensors). Considering 0 as the initial set of targets, the cost effectiveness of with respect to 0 equals to the normalized sum of CRF between and all targets that belong to 0 .
When building set covers, sensors can be iteratively selected, applying equation (3) in each stage for selecting the maximum profit sensor. The profit function that we apply here brings more flexibility for sensors selection during set cover building, and is not computation expensive. Considering that the algorithm runs through iteration, there is just one parameter of the cost effectiveness function which is susceptible to change: the remaining energy of the sensors whose sensing ranges overlap with the evaluated sensor's sensing range. Furthermore, it implicitly takes into account the criticality of sensors that cover the critical target. We do not need to identify the critical target first, before selecting among the critical sensors, which cover it, the one covering the maximum number of remaining uncovered targets during this stage. The ideal case is presented when one sensor covers a huge number of uncovered targets, and being the only sensor covering these targets. In this case, the value of the cost effectiveness function equals to1. This means that all the targets covered by this sensor are critical. Even if there exist one critical target in the network, the corresponding sensor will be selected, whatever the number of uncovered targets this sensor covers. The roughest case is presented when several unselected sensors cover the same number of uncovered targets and that there is a high redundancy in targets coverage. In this case, almost all evaluated sensors have the same values and the sensor having the smaller subscript is selected. The selection in this case may be mitigated.
Using Greedy Algorithms
In this section, we first design the greedy minimum set cover algorithm, which tries to select the minimum number of sensors to form a set cover. Secondly we present the greedy maximum set cover algorithm, which the role is to iterate the set cover building process with available sensors.
Greedy Minimum Set Cover
We begin to introduce a kind of greedy minimum set cover algorithm that is essentially based on the application of equation (3) to a form set cover. The pseudocode of the algorithm is shown in Algorithm 1. The algorithm is composed of one loop during which the algorithm holds the set of uncovered targets, initialized to the initial set of targets, and tries to select the sensor having the greatest cost effectiveness value according to equation (3) . Once a sensor has been selected, the covered targets are removed from the list ( ) and the sensor is added to the current set cover. The process is iterated until there remains no more uncovered target. foreach s k ∈ S 0 do 05:
Compute the cost effectiveness function w Z 0 k ;
06: end
07:
Pick the sensor that has the maximum cost (s max ); 08: C = C ∪ s max ; 09: Uncvd = Uncvd − Z max ; 10: end 11: return C;
Approximation Ratio of Greedy-MSSC
Proposition. Approximation ratio of Greedy-MSSC is not worse than ( ). Proof. Let be the number of uncovered targets after iterations of the algorithm, and the cardinality of one set cover computed by the optimal solution ( ), for an instance of the problem. Then ( ) runs through iterations to compute the set cover. At ℎ iteration, since each remaining target is covered by at least one of the sensors, one of the available sensors in ( ) covers at least /k targets. This implies that:
states that the number of remaining targets at ℎ iteration still remains inferior to the cardinality of the initial set of targets to which /k is subtracted. Furthermore, it can be proved (a simple 2D graph plot of these two functions is sufficient) that:
for all values of ≠ 0. If we set = 1/ , then we can combine (5) and (6) to obtain:
Therefore every target is covered after at most ( ) iterations of our greedy algorithm. The number of sensors included in one set cover computed by our greedy algorithm is ( ) times ( ).
Greedy Maximum Set Cover
We present the greedy maximum set cover algorithm in Algorithm 2. 
Complexity Analysis
Let us consider that we have sensors randomly deployed in an AoI to monitor targets. When constructing one set cover, sensors are iteratively selected until all targets are covered. When the set cover is completed, all selected sensors battery lifetimes are updated. If the remaining battery lifetime of one sensor allows it to be part of another set cover, this sensor can be selected further. Knowing that every sensor spends uniformly energy unit when its set cover is activated, a sensor can be selected at most times by the algorithm, with = ⁄ , ∀ ∈ 0 , where represents the initial battery lifetime of . The worst-case runtime would have included the complete sensors' set of length , each of them being used times with targets. The runtime of the algorithm is equivalent to the following summation:
We can deduce that the worst case complexity of the Max-SSC equals to ( 2 ).
Simulation Results
To evaluate the performance of our algorithm, we simulate a network with static sensor nodes and target points randomly located in a 100m X 100m area. An implementation prototype of Greedy-MSSC is developed in MATLAB 7.0. For topology generation, targets are spread first in the area by generating random coordinates, followed by sensors such that each target is covered by at least one sensor.
Experiment 1
In the first experiment, we vary the number of sensors from 30 to 100, fixing the number of targets to 10, and the sensing range to 30 m. The initial energy of sensors is set to 1J and the runtime of each cover set equals 0,5 time units. A linear energy consumption model is considered for simplification, i.e., if a sensor is active for time units then it consumes energy units. The algorithms are executed 10 times with different sensors and targets positioning and the mean values of the number of computed set covers are plotted in Figure 1 . We begin to compare our results with the theoretical maximum. In parallel with the evolution of the number of set covers for disjoints sets when the number of sensors increases, we can remark the closeness of the results output by our algorithm with the theoretical maximum. These results highlight the flexibility of our cost effectiveness function during sensors selection. The critical targets and the corresponding critical sensors are well managed.
Figure 1. Average of Disjoint Covers vs. Number of Sensors
Beside the closeness of our algorithm with the theoretical maximum, we compare in another hand the average of set covers computed by disjoint − , − ℎ of Slijepcevic and Potkonjak [1] and { } of Zorbas [3] . Considering the disjoint set covers, simulation results show through the increase of the number of sensors, a constant evolution and superiority tendency in ter ms of computed set covers when we compare our algorithm with the other ones. The distance between the results of Slijepcevic and Potkonjak [5] and the other shows that the adopted strategy for managing the critical targets does not always guarantee the lac k of double or multiple targets covering. So each time a new set cover is built, there is at least one target covered more than one time. It becomes more complicated when this target is critical.
Clearly if a critical target is covered by sensors ( ≥ 0) in one set cover, then set covers are sacrificed and the theoretical maximum will not be reached.
Experiment 2
We used the same parameters than in experiment 1, and plot the results in Figure 2 after 10 times running of the evaluated algorithms with different sensors and targets positioning.
We can remark that the number of non-disjoints set covers computed by the algorithms given a fixed number of sensors, is twice greater than the number of disjoint set covers. For example with 30 and 100 deployed sensors, the corresponding cardinalities are respectively 6 and 25 considering disjoint set covers, and 16 and 61 considering non-disjoint set covers. Knowing that a sensor in a non-disjoint set cover C i is susceptible to be activated d times, this sensor will be active for e k i = e k d ⁄ time units, while a sensor in a disjoint one will be activated one time to operate for e k i = e k time units. With such an arrangement, we expect to get a longer lifetime in the case of non-disjoint set covers.
Figure 2. Average of Non-disjoints Set Covers vs. Number of Sensors
Experiment 3
In experiment 3, we study the evolution of the network lifetime while increasing number of sensors. The base station executes the algorithm and sends a start message to sensors that are member of one set cover. In the case of disjoint set covers; these sensors are active until they run out of power. Since the initial energy of sensors is the same, all disjoint set covers share the same operational time value. This latter is then linearly proportional to the initial energy of sensors. The lifetime of the network in using disjoint set covers is equal to lifetimes of one set cover time the number of disjoint sets. Figure 3 shows that the lifetime of the network is highly improved when non-disjoint set covers are produced. This remark becomes more interesting when the number of sensors grows higher. For example, with 30 and 100sensors, the lifetime is increased from 4 to18. The non-disjoint constraint associated with the targets coverage redundancy may improve the network lifetime, due to the implication of sensors in multiple set covers.
Figure 3. Network Lifetime vs. Number of Sensors
Experiment 4
Finally, we vary the number of targets and the sensing range to observe the impact on the number of set covers. The general remark is that the same tendency is kept when we compare the number of disjoint set covers computed by the algorithms (Figure 4) . However, when the sensing range increases, this may improve consistently the number of sets since each sensor may cover more targets. This implies a growth in the coverage redundancy, which may increase at the same time the number of sensors that cover the critical targets. When the number of targets increases while fixing the number of sensors, the likelihood of the coverage redundancy may be reduced, and the number of set covers may also decrease.
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Figure 4. Average Set Covers vs. Sensing Range and Number of Targets
Related Works
For monitoring targets, sensors can be deployed in two ways: either deterministically (by manual placement) or randomly (by dropping sensors randomly in proximity of targets). When deployed deterministically, the objective of the target cove rage problem is to settle a compromise between optimizing coverage quality and minimizing design costs. This problem is addressed in the literature as the sensor placement optimization problem. In the case of random deployment, the goal is to control data detection and communication, in order to optimize the coverage of targets in the area, and extend the network lifetime. In this case, the main goal can be to design efficient algorithms to perform sensors sleep scheduling mechanisms. Sometimes, authors refer to other constraints and design choices such as connectivity and other QoS constraints.
Sensors Placement Optimization Problem
Let us consider that we have T types of sensors, each of them with a cost and a sensing range , with = 1 … . We suppose that the greater the sensing range, the higher the cost of sensor. Let us call ( ) the subset of targets that can be covered by a sensor placed at site . The first objective of the problem is to minimize the number and the overall cost of deployed sensors. Some applications need some robustness, which result in a − . When a target is − covered, it can resist to at most − 1 sensors breakdown. The second constraint guarantees that each site cannot be occupied by more than one sensor.
The mathematical model given below (equation 2, 3 and 4) presents a basic framework of the sensors placement optimization problem. Many variants of this model have been proposed in the literature, depending most of times, on the design choices linked to the problem. Some approximation algorithms like greedy algorithms [14] [15] , genetic algorithms [16] [17] have been proposed, with the aim to efficiently solve the problem, when it is no longer possible to perform an exhaustive search. Approximation algorithms propose sub-optimal solutions that can avoid the complexity of the exhaustive search, which can solve efficiently the problem and in a reasonable running time.
Sleep Scheduling Mechanisms
Target coverage problem related to network lifetime maximization could be viewed as the first challenging constraint in designing target coverage application in random deployment. The sleep scheduling mechanism is often performed by grouping sensors into different sets that will be activated consecutively. Sometimes the computed sets may satisfy other constraint that go along with the coverage requirement. In what follow, we present some works on TCP related to connectivity and QoS constraints.
Disjoint set covers:
In disjoint set cover, sensors are partitioned into disjoints sets that will be activated consecutively. Two sets are called disjoints if their intersection is an empty set, this means ∩ ′ = ∅, ∀ ≠ ′. If all the sensors have the same amount of initial energy and the same consumption rate in active mode , and that sensors are continuously active during set covers scheduling, all sensors in one set cover will die at the same time. The objective of the TCP can be converted to the problem of finding the maximum number of disjoint set covers, each of them sat isfying the coverage requirement. With such a management, the lifetime of the network is multiplied by an equal factor to the number of computed set covers.
Slijepcevic and Potkonjak [1] introduced first the problem in the context where targets are represented by structures called fields, and they proposed a greedy algorithm ( − ) that generates disjoints sets by selecting consecutively the sensor having the maximum profit; the profit function apply a specific treatment on the most sparsely covered targets, often called critical target. The algorithm has worst case runtime of ( 2 ), where n is the number of sensors. Cardei and Du tackled the disjoint set cover (DSC) problem in [2] . In order to compute the maximum number of set covers, they first transform DSC into a maximumflow problem, which is then formulated as a mixed integer programming (MIP). Based on the solution of the MIP, a heuristic is designed for computing the number of set covers.
Zorbas and al. [3] proposed a greedy algorithm called { } producing disjoints sets, based on a refinement of the sensors selection strategy introduced in [1] . When partitioning sensors, these latter are first classified into four categories: " ", " ", " ", " " , according to their coverage status. If one candidate sensor belongs to the " " class, the selection is trivial; in the other case all sensors are evaluated using a profit function for performing the best selection. The algorithm has complexity ( 2 ), where and represent the number of sensors and targets.
Non-disjoint set covers:
In non-disjoint set cover partitioning, sensors are partitioned into non-disjoints sets that will be activated consecutively. Two sets are called non-disjoints if their intersection does not result in an empty set, i.e., ∩ ′ ≠ ∅, ∀ ≠ ′. In this case, a sensor can be member of at most d set covers such that = ⁄ .
Cardei and al. [4] extended their works in [2] , with the objective to generate the maximum number of non-disjoints set covers. They first propose a Linear Programming solution with high complexity ( 3 3 ) where is the number of set covers and the number of sensors. They proposed also a greedy algorithm called Greedy-MSC with a lower complexity ( 2 ), where represents the number of sensors that cover the critical target and the number of targets. The same strategy of Slijepcevic and Potkonjak [1] is used in the Greedy-MSC, to avoid including more than one sensor covering the critical target in a set cover.
Zorbas and al. [5] proposed a greedy algorithm based on an improvement of { }, which generates non-disjoints set covers. Two variations of the algorithm are presented: the − and the − that differ on the way the weight used for describing the association of a sensor with a critical target is calculated (statically or dynamically).
Connected Target Coverage
In connected target coverage problem, the main challenge is to efficiently monitor a finite set of targets, while maintaining the connectivity of the network. The lifetime of the network consists on the time duration during which coverage and connectivity requirements are both satisfied. Interesting solutions are proposed in the literature, most of time based on weighted graph theory concepts to solve connectivity.
In [7] the authors address the connected target coverage problem. The y provided a generic greedy heuristic algorithm to solve the problem. The algorithm builds in the first time a set cover that provides full coverage of targets. The sensors selection's strategy is based on critical targets avoidance policy. In the second t ime, the algorithm checks whether the selected sensors are connected to the base station or not. If connectivity is reached, relay nodes are added to the set cover and the lifetime of selected sensors is updated according to a predefined energy consumption model. Performance evaluation as well as optimization features of are highlighted; however complexity analysis was not provided.
In [6] , Zhao and Gurusamy modeled the connected target coverage as the maximum cover tree ( ) problem. A cover tree is a set of sensors that satisfies full target coverage and connected to the sink through a virtual backbone. They first show the NPcompleteness of the problem, and provided an upper bound lifetime for the problem.
They also proposed a greedy heuristic ℎ that runs in three phases to guarantee coverage and connectivity. In phase 1, link weights is assigned to each link between sensors and sink reflecting both communication energy consumption in this link and the residual energy of the sensor; then a minimum weight communication tree is built using Dijkstra's shortest path tree algorithm. In phase 2, a set cover is built through a greedy selection of sensors having the highest profit values until all targets are covered. And finally, in phase 3, the cover tree is extracted from the and the selected sensors in phase two. The operational time of the constructed cover is calculated and the residual energy of selected sensors is updated according to a predefined energy consumption model.
Target Coverage under QoS Constraint
In [8] , Pyun, et al., address the multiple-target coverage problem. They fixed the objective to propose a sensors scheduling algorithm that considers the transmitting energy according to the number of targets covered by the sensors and removes the redundancy of overlapped targets, i.e., targets covered by multiple sensors simultaneously. Since the energy used to transmit collected data will be in proportion to the number of targets that the sensor covers, and that some targets may be sensed by adjacent sensors at the same time, they introduce , an algorithm that selects one of the redundant sensors ( ) which is responsible for transmitting the overlapped data to the base station, in order to avoid multiple transmission of the same data.
is integrated in a heuristic algorithm that proceed by an iterative selection of sensors that both cover the critical target and the maximum number of uncovered targets to build sensors set; after a set has been formed, is executed for electing responsible sensors. The complexity is expressed as ( 2 ) , however consistent simulation results comparisons are missing since it is just compared with the conventional scheme.
In [9] , Diop, et al., proposed a sensors scheduling mechanism in probabilistic target coverage. The target detection model is based on the path loss lognormal shadowing model [13] , which takes into account distance parameter and the sensor's physical characteristics. The major change in this study compared with earlier works lies on the consideration of a non-idealistic sensor coverage model. They attempts to partition sensors into a maximum number of set covers that guarantee full targets coverage. The proposed algorithm is a greedy heuristic, which selects iteratively the sensors having the greatest cost evaluation function. This latter is measured relative to the number of critical and uncovered targets covered by the evaluated sensor, as well as the coverage probability values between sensors and targets. The algorithm has worst-case complexity of ( 2 ) , and the minimum and maximum targets detection values provided by set covers are also estimated in the performance evaluation.
Conclusion
In this paper, we address the TCP in wireless sensor networks. When several batterypowered sensors are dispersed in a field to monitor a finite set of targets, managing sensors energy dissipation is useful to obtain a long-lived network. A well-known mechanism to perform energy saving is to schedule sensors activities, such as to keep active only the optimum necessary to satisfy the coverage requirement. To achieve this, we used the set cover approach and proposed a greedy algorithm that selects the minimum number of sensors to cover the entire set of targets. Even if interesting solutions have been proposed, they are usually assuming a lot of considerations which make the study impractical with realistic sensor networks. We also provide a brief literature review on TCP linked with connectivity and QoS requirements. We are willing to study, in our future work, connectivity and QoS constraints such as kcoverage problem and the probabilistic target coverage. 
